Thank you for checking out the second issue of Indie Hell Zone! I was feeling a bit under the weather last
week, so I couldn’t meet the eight-post standard that I set for myself, which I feel bad about. To fill it in,
the last article in this issue is a post from before I started doing this thing regularly. It’s older, but it’s
also on a game that I think deserves your attention.
Also for this month, I finally finished something I’ve been working on and off for the last few months. It’s
a guide and my interpretative ramblings on Yume Nikki, which is currently available in Twine form and
pay-what-you-want! Please check it out if you’re interested!
So, what can you expect for the next issue? For next month, instead of me just playing random things,
I’m putting part of my attention toward looking over games made for the Dream Diary Jam. As the
below article mentions, it’s a game jam that was held this month in honor of Yume Nikki’s 13th
anniversary. I’m all about this shit, so looking at the stuff people came up with is definitely something I’ll
do.
The cover is my poor art of the Earth and the moon, which I intended to represent Tonight Dies the
Moon, but I guess it could mean anything.
-

scitydreamer
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HOME
6-5-17
It's finally June, that time of year when most students are out of classes. For this June, the cult
fanbase of Yume Nikki, unburdened by school, can participate in the Dream Diary Jam. Yume Nikki's got
a lot of fangames to its name and this month is meant to encourage people to make some more. There
are plenty of neat games like .flow and The Looking Glass, which are all games I think would be
interesting to talk about.
So, for today's ramblings, I'm going to talk about a fangame for a completely different cult RPG
Maker game, OFF. Going forward, there's going to be a few spoilers for OFF, so maybe check that out
before heading on.
OFF is a surreal RPG made by Mortis Ghost, which gained a cult status in the RPG Maker
community and is one of the more widely known RPG Maker games known to actually be Good. Like
Yume Nikki, OFF also has a bunch of spin-off fangames. One of the most well-known ones is HOME,
whose development was led by Felix and originally released in 2014, with a few updates in the following
years.
In OFF, you as the player is identified as the Puppeteer, an outside force controlling a puppet.
This puppet was named The Batter, a stoic baseball bat wielding character on a grand quest to purify the
world. An erudite cat named The Judge helps act as a guide during the adventure, letting the Batter
loose into the greater world. Toward the end of OFF, it becomes apparent that to "purify" the world, the
Batter intends to end it, the Puppeteer unknowingly going along with the plan until almost everything's
become "pure."
So, in HOME, it's time for the Puppeteer to make things right.

The world seems to be reset from whatever end the Batter had brought it to, but the exact
nature of what's going on is initially unclear. The only definite thing is that the Puppeteer has turned
their strings toward The Judge, who goes on his own journey, following a road similar to the Batter's.
While the Batter recruited impersonal Add-Ons during his crusade, the Judge teams up with other
felines. With horrifically hungry Alain, his now-alive brother Valerie and dance happy Jozlyn, the Judge
heads out into a different world.

At the beginning of the game, you're presented with difficulty choices. You're given the choice
to set battles to hard, easy and normal. With regards to combat difficulty for normal encounters, the
difficulty changes enemy movesets instead of doing universal stat changes. If playing on easy mode,
enemies will occasionally defend or simply do nothing at all, giving players more breathing room. On
hard mode, the enemies gain more skills to use, making them deadlier. The major boss battles also end
up changing, giving you bosses with nerfed stats and movesets if you're on easy and giving the bosses
that you'd have fought on normal more moves if you're playing on hard. Also for hard mode, some save
points are replaced with ones that won't heal you.
One of my biggest complaints about OFF was that it became too easy toward the end, with
nothing really being a threat anymore. So, I chose to go in on hard mode and honestly, I think the
game's hard mode is okay. For the most part, it wasn't too frustrating. You also still make lots of money
from fights regardless of difficulty, so it's easy to stock up on healing items, making the non-healing save
points a non-issue.
I will say though is that despite the difficulty, HOME's combat is still kinda unengaging, which
was also a complaint I had with the original game. With the auto option, there's just no reason not to
use that to coast through normal fights when you feel that you're strong enough and have the resources
to heal up afterward. There's an element system, but unless you want to take the time to check enemy
weaknesses and remember them, it'd just be easier to wail on them with your strongest attacks.
There's also a difficulty setting for puzzles. Certain puzzles are either simplified or made more
complex depending on what difficulty you select. Also as a quick aside, if you choose to take the easy
route with these options, the game doesn't chide you or treat you condescendingly. That doesn't sound
like a big deal, but given the condescending attitude toward easy modes by gamers and sometimes the
games themselves, it's nice.
While the game has you traversing familiar places, it's not a retread of OFF but With Cats. The
original Zones 1 to 3 get some new areas and some old areas are changed up, either to keep things fresh
or to simplify things. Zone 1, for example, has The Judge and the just-recently recruited Alain exploring
the meatworks to take down a demonic butcher, while for the Batter it was only a detour. The last area
for the Zone also has its puzzle simplified so that you aren't required to tediously explore the whole area
for a number sequence (like the original game) and the last stretch before the boss has a completely
different puzzle from the "Lost Woods-esque" one that was originally in place.

HOME also introduces a Zone 4, which marks the point where the game heads into its own
mythos instead of a remixed one. After a brief meeting in Zone 0 where the cats talk out the situation,
they head into this new land. Zone 4 is the most overtly terrible of the Zones, as if serving as
confirmation for the Judge ranting about how the world has become awful in the previous scene.
Specters openly wander around as the Elsen citizenry fall to an unknown illness. The guardian of the
Zone is unaccounted for and as a result, a bunch of Elsen have decided to fix the Zone's suffering
themselves and they do so by becoming a monstrous militia. Zone 1 had an order of harsh work, Zone 2
emphasized comfort, while Zone 3 was a mix - Zone 4 is none of those things, lacking any order.
As the game heads into more original territory, the puzzles also improve. The puzzles in Zone 4
and onward are more creative, since the surrounding area is built around them instead of the puzzles
being plopped into them. One of my favorite puzzles is definitely a meta one that's introduced before
the final areas, which you can probably see in the game's folder before even playing the game – of
course, you'll have no idea what to do with it until that point.
Presentation wise, the game's solid. A lot of the enemy designs are cool and don't feel like
retreads of the canon enemies. Stylistically, a lot of the designs are more eldritch compared to the stuff
in the original game, which gives them a more unique flavor. Credit for the monster design goes to
@OutlanderS_3_S, who's making her own game with her brand of art. There's also some nice cutscene
art that's presented for certain scenes, usually when meeting party members or heading into boss fights.

The game's soundtrack also presents a mix of original songs and remixes that are usually atmospheric
and while I admit that it's not as memorable as the original game's soundtrack, it really helps set the
mood of the areas you're exploring. While I'm real biased toward OFF's original battle theme, HOME's
battle theme is really good in its own right and doesn't overstay its welcome, which is you know,
important if you're going to be hearing it half the time.
I really do think that HOME's a great game and a nice fan continuation of OFF, even with my
gripes. I wish that I could tell Felix what I thought about his game, but sadly, he's no longer with us, as
he died in a car accident earlier this year. I never knew him personally, but he's touched a lot of people
and he was a pillar for the OFF community. HOME will continue to stand as a testament to him and a
testament to the community it was made for.

TONIGHT DIES THE MOON
6/10/17

It is 2000 A.D. A war rages
between the people of Earth and the
Moon, a conflict that seems to have
raged on forever. The title image for
the game presents a fight between
people of the different planets, the Bmovie like tagline helping you gear up
for what seems to be a retro action
game.
However, while the conflict is
important to the setting, it's not the
main focus. It's not some action-y
game as the image may lead you to
believe. Instead, it's a Twine game that
explores life on both planets.
Tonight Dies the Moon is a
Twine game made by Tom McHenry,
made for Antholojam, which was
organized by Zoe Quinn and Alex
Lifschitz. The jam was basically a game
version of those anthologies that have
a bunch of short stories based around
a unifying theme or genre. In this case,
Tonight Dies the Moon was part of a
good ol' sci-fi anthology.
Starting up the game, you're
given the option to play as a human on
Earth or a moon person (referred to as
egal with "ger" pronouns). There's
actually a substantial difference
between the two, not just in
perspective and story but gameplaywise.

On Earth, you play as a character by the BirthName of Lee Cathcart (though you can change it which is actually a plot element) during their last day on Earth, planning to move to the Moon.

The Earth scenario plays as a linear Twine with branching paths to give exposition on certain topics.
There's an old adventure game score counter onscreen as well as a continuing option to change Lee's
ChangeName, though the former seems to be cosmetic. There are scenes in both paths that calls for
more interaction than the standard Twine by asking you to type stuff, which makes it feel more
engaging.
Before heading to the Moon, Lee does some mundane Earth things. They drop by their parents'
place one last time before heading to work, just chatting it up with them while trying not to get anxious
in light of their future plans. Their volunteer job is treated as if it was a 9-5 office job despite what it
actually entails. While plenty of exposition revolves around the Earth and Moon conflict, there's also
exposition on some mundane things, such as male nurse sitcoms.
While the full circumstances of Earth life are unclear, it's very much American-centric and boy is
it a condemnation of America. Income inequality is an issue, with Lee's father thinking that Lee's
generation is just looking for handouts. Lee themself has to room with four roommates, with money
being a concern. This Americanized Earth has its own version of drone strikes against the Moon, but it's
so commonplace that volunteers do all the work, with paperwork required afterward as if it was just a
mere business transaction.
If it weren't for the whole war thing, the Earth route of Tonight Dies the Moon feels like a sliceof-life in the sci-fi genre, one that's a bit close to our reality. It isn't what I expected going in, but it's
pretty nice and an entertaining read.
On the Moon - or, Selene, as its people call it - life is much different. Communities of egals are
gathered in domed structures, with various commissions overlooking aspects of life. As for you, you're
mostly going to be dealing with the Agricultural Commission, who you cooperate with for the sake of the
community.
Instead of being a narrative-driven Twine, the Moon-route is more of a simulation game with
occasional scenes happening. You're in charge of a 100-acre land, with 90 acres dedicated to growing
crops mandated by the Agricultural Commission to fight back against shortages while the remaining 10
are for your own personal profit. The Commission making money off of 90% of your labor isn't a bad
thing, however. In contrast to the capitalist Earth (labeled as "Before" by the egals), Selene embraces
more socialist ideals. Education on the moon is said to be completely free, the player character never
struggles outside of when they can't afford personal crops and hey, people from Before are moving in
for a reason.
Nothing's stopping you from advancing in society, either. You can make some profit off your
own crops, with the grand goal of buying a ticket to Before as an apparent end goal. You can purchase
more acres to use as well as improve the quality of your land. The latter is important, because quality
affects how many of your crops can actually be harvested and keeping on top of that is a big deal. I
didn't pay attention to this the first time and I got stuck in a cycle where I was unable to raise enough
money to ever improve land because the quality was bad enough that I could never sell anything. Also as
a result of this, I could never grow crops in other areas, which led to multiple shortages that led to the
game just telling me that there's no way I can get any further without seeing things get worse.

Is getting to Before possible? I certainly tried to work my way up. I was around the 3000 range when it
happened. The game had an abrupt game over as a strike from Before destroyed my domed home,
killing me and all the other egals just trying to lead ordinary lives. So it goes. I'm not sure if this event is
destined to happen and that I needed to buy my ticket before that time (assuming that it's possible) or if
it was random chance that decided the event that killed me.
Tonight Dies the Moon is an interesting Twine game and a nice take on a sci-fi concept. If I had
any complaints, it'd have to be the fact that the game is restrained to a certain resolution; all that free
space around the game just kinda bugs me.

(Earth/Before gameplay)

(Moon/Selene gameplay)

THIS IS FINE
6/14/17

We all know those KC Green comics, right? We all know that one with the cute dog in a hat
saying "this is fine" to a disastrous fire, right? That comic's been used as a response meme to a bunch of
stuff that happened in the past few years and KC Green gave it a depressing revisit after the 2016
election. Shortly after said election, some fellow named Nick Kaman also decided to say, "this is fine"
and made a short game based on it.
In Kaman's short game, you play as this legendary dog as the fires rage on in his home. What
does the dog do? Will he continue to sit in apathy and let the flames consume him like in the original
comic? Or will he put out the fire and sit in despair after letting this disaster go on for too long?
In this case, the dog does neither. A fire extinguisher that shoots hearts and good vibes drops
from the sky as a soft peaceful melody plays. You try to put out the fires, but one ember remains - the
dog doesn't let that get him down, however. It's manageable. This is fine. Suddenly, there's somebody at
the door. A bunch of animal friends have arrived to hang out with the dog. The cat's brought along
marshmallows to turn that fire into something good while the frog's brought their own coping tool of a
smoking pipe. The bird friend seems to be on fire, but the dog can rain down some love on them to put
them out.
The dog is fine. His friends are fine. The camera pans out to show that the outside world isn't
exactly ideal, but people make the best of it, kids playing around in the snow as other fires rage in the
distance.
In the end, everything's fine if you have friends to rely on, no matter how bad it gets.

VOID GHOSTS {}
6/16/17

void ghosts{} is a score-attack shooter game by "like, a hundred bears." Unfortunately, it can
only be played on PC - sorry Mac and Linux people, but I appreciate that you checked in.
You play as a colored animal thing running around a black-and-white maze, blasting away at
enemies. There are only a few enemy types in the game, but the game makes up for it by escalating the
number of enemies as you blaze through the levels. The levels are randomly-generated, with you
progressing after clearing the level of enemies. A handy pointer arrow rotates around your character to
show where the nearest enemy is, which will help if you're scrambling around to look for the last enemy.
The game plays nice and the shooting's alright; at the very least, I can definitely say that any
deaths I had were completely my fault and not of the game's. The game will also have mercy and
enemies will sometimes drop health, as well as alternate weapons with limited ammo. The shotgun
weapons feel satisfying to use, especially as the arenas get more crowded with enemies as the game
goes on. There was some lag on my end when I used them, but I'm not sure if it was a problem with the
game or my computer - there isn't really any other gameplay footage out there, so I can't really validate
that.
I also dig the game's simple aesthetics. No clutter to distract from the action, no other colors to
get lost in. I feel that the enemies stand out enough from the background, though I understand if people
would prefer if the enemies also had different one-bit color schemes to help stand out better. Also, even
though the music wasn't made by the dev (proper credits on the itch.io page), it's still pretty nice and
didn't really wear me down.
My biggest concern with void ghosts{} is that it doesn't seem to keep track of your scores, which
is something that feels like a must for a score-attack game. Then again, the game was made in a short
time frame (according to the description) and for what's there, the game's pretty solid.
Here's a short video of the game if you want to see it in motion. Of course, you should check the
game out yourself!

THOTH
6/22/17

Thoth is a twin-stick shooter by Jeppe Carlsen, who was a designer for Playdead, so there's a
nice work history behind this game. Thoth sort of takes a minimalist approach to the base twin-stick
experience, with a simple presentation and lack of scoring, though this allows room for some interesting
ideas.
There isn't any story in Thoth, nor a themed aesthetic beyond simple colored geometry. The
game and its achievements are named after Egyptian deities, but there doesn't seem to be a reason for
it. It's just kinda there. Just 64 main levels divided into sets of 4, no narrative whatsoever.
Thoth doesn't need any of that, though, as its main strengths lie in its mechanics. One of the
main mechanics of Thoth is that when an enemy is dead, it isn't truly dead. You shoot the color out of a
shape in normal twin-stick style to defeat it, but the shape remains behind as a moving void. The
"undead" shapes will continue chasing you until all of the shapes embrace the void via bullet.
Then, more rules are introduced throughout the level sets. There's a simple line of dots
representing a gate that kills you if you collide with it, simple enough. Then, the gate's later
reintroduced, but the gate can now be opened and closed, alternating every time you defeat an enemy;
consequently, you now have to think about the best time to shoot out an enemy so you have space to
avoid its defeated companions. Thoth sort of feels like a puzzle game in a sense where you have to
figure out the new rules, with the game's difficulty coming not from overwhelming enemies or bullet
hell patterns, but trying to work around new mechanics.
There's a local co-op mode, though I couldn’t properly play it since I had no one to play it with.
While you get double the firepower, if one player is defeated, they also turn into a voided chaser,

creating a threat that balances it out. However, even if you don't have a pal to play it with, the game's
achievements actually encourage you to play it anyway - in which case, you're forever stuck with an
extra chaser.
The art of the game is pretty simple, with everything pretty much being flat colored shapes. I
think this minimalist approach works well. There's nothing distracting and the palette that enemies get
stuck with usually contrast with the background, so it's hard to miss the action. The electronic ambient
music is nice and fitting with the aesthetics, though I wouldn't say that it's memorable.
I think my only real problem with the game is the checkpoint system. When you die, you're sent
back to the beginning of the four-level set, no matter where you died. Having to go through the same
levels over after dying just felt kinda tedious and wasn't very fun toward the latter half of the main
game.
Thoth is pretty interesting for a twin-stick shooter game. While it lacks a score system that
encourages replays, I think it's still worth playing for its nice take on the genre. Outside of sales the
game is $8, though it does seem to go on sale frequently enough.
Actually, it's Steam Sale time (as of this posting), so it's currently $1.99. Money saving!

SCANLINE
6/25/17

The CGA Jam happened a little bit ago, demanding participants to make a game with a limited
palette. Most of the games ended up using this light blue, pink, black and white palette, which is my shit.
Coming in first place for the jam was SCANLINE by rxi, which is what I ended up looking at.
SCANLINE is a score attack platformer where you're chased by a wave of pink scanlines,
devouring the world around you as you run to the exit portal. Why? Who cares? Who needs context for
a purely arcade experience?
You carry a nifty gun to deal with enemies and propel yourself to higher ground. Shooting is
controlled by a recharging bar, so you'd have to be wary when facing down a bunch of enemies and
when you need to blast yourself to higher ground. I like this mechanic because it sort of keeps you from
just cheesing the game by spamming fire over and over.
The levels are procedurally generated, with each advancing level seeming to introduce new set
pieces to go through. You start out with three lives and die with one hit; though, you can get an extra
life for every 10000 points you get, either through killing enemies, breaking jars and getting the gems
inside, or simply clearing the level. I say that the game is generally fair, but then there are the bat
enemies. Dealing with one bat is easy enough, but they're a nuisance when multiple bats spawn,
especially when you aren't on a good elevation to properly deal with them. Such is procedural
generation.
Aesthetically, the game is real pleasing. The palette dictated for the jam is used effectively and I
like the simple details. The tufts of grass, the bits of ground with pink dithering and their accompanying
palm trees, the occasional butterflies, it's all real neat. There's only one song for the game, but it's fun to

listen to. The sound effects accompanying your running and gunning also fits nicely and helps the
experience.
Overall, I think SCANLINE is a good game worth checking out. It's pay-what-you-want, so you can
totally play it for free - though it'd be nice to throw the dev some money!

LITTLE LANDS
6/27/17

I've previously wrote about something for Ludum Dare 38, which was Bureaucratic Deity
Simulator 2018. The theme of this jam was "A Small World," which a lot of people seem to have
interpreted to mean basing a game around building up a small world. Today, I revisited this jam, this
time with Little Lands.
Little Lands is by Robin Field, delivering a small city-building strategy game to the plate. The
game centers around floating tiles of land, which slowly pulls in more tiles of land into its orbit as time
passes, with the ultimate goal of getting out of there.
First things first, you must place down a town hall and a shipyard. To sail off into the void, you
must invest 300 of each of the game's three resources into the shipyard: food, wood and rock. Of
course, you're going to have to also use those resources to place down buildings to produce said
resources. You'd also be stuck building homes to increase the number of workers available to produce
these resources, which means that you'd have to produce more food. After a certain amount of time,
your food resources get deducted based on your current population; if you don't have enough food, the
percentage of happiness will go down based on the poor people that didn't get any. Reaching 0%
happiness is a game over, but as long as you stay on top of the food game and appease your citizens
with walls, you're good.
Not all is peaceful in Little Lands, as sky pirate ships start flying in to terrorize you for no real
reason. Ships will arrive at one of the four sides of the map and start blasting away at a nearby tile,
eventually destroying it. If a ship starts blasting your shipyard, you'll begin losing the resources you put
into it, which obviously isn't good. While the situations never happened to me, I imagine that the pirates

blowing up homes would bring down your population and that the destruction of the town hall would
spell game over. To counter this, you can build towers your citizens can shoot from to ward them off.
However, the pirate ships weren't too much of an issue for me. Placing towers at all sides makes
for a decent defense, even without the barracks upgrade. Sure, the pirates could destroy pieces of land
before you take them out, but as long as you aren't building things toward the edge, it's a non-issue.
But hey, without the pirates to worry about, you could focus on some city building. Granted,
there isn't really variety in the homes that you could build, but the dev does encourage having as many
citizens as possible for when you finish your ship (on the game's itch.io discussion board), so you can
consider that a challenge where the enemies are not. You can also customize the speed of resources,
pirate attacks, etc. as a form of difficulty modifier.

Something that I'm definitely not conflicted on is Little Lands' presentation. The graphics for the
game makes me think of a nice cute little board game, with all these different pieces fitting on the
squares. The music, by Billy Hobson, is pretty good. The main theme is relaxing, while having this
adventurous feel that feels appropriate for the occasional bouts of combat. After a whole session of
listening to that and building up your ship, you're treated to a chippy victory theme that makes flying off
feel more accomplishing.
While I wanted to see more from the strategy side, Little Lands is still nice to play as a citybuilder. For what's there, the whole experience is wrapped in a nice package, especially for something
made in such a short timespan. By the look of things, the devs are planning on making a commercial
version of the game with more complex things. If it's along the lines of the planned possible features on
the game's page and then some, it'd be a release I'd look forward to.

EULOGY OF AN INSECT – DEMO
3/30/17

A woman named Charlie heads to her father's home to find closure and instead finds herself in a
different world. Armed with the relic Hermes, she wanders a world ruled by a crooked queen, putting up
with all sorts of nonsense on a quest for answers.
Eulogy of an Insect is largely a two-man effort between David Ponce and Garret Stevens. It's
been in development since 2014, once going under the name A Piece for the Night. The game's main
inspirations are Yume Nikki and Middens, which really shows with its weird world.
The thing that characterizes Eulogy of an Insect the most is undeniably its art style. Some RPG
Maker games use different art styles for their sprites, but this game rarely even uses sprites at all.
Almost all of the characters and environments are drawn and painted over with pastels, creating a handcrafted aesthetic that's unique for RPG Maker games. Crafted characters run around on painted
parallaxes, fighting deranged drawings against backdrops of paint splotches. Even some of the engine's
animations are redrawn in this style, which is real great. Some drawings may seem wonky, but I honestly
do think that it adds to the charm.
Helping the aesthetic is the music, which feels like elevator music? The general vibe is like, calm
grooves, which goes along with how non-serious the setting kinda is. None of the music is original, the
soundtrack cobbled together from other artists. Like hey, you do what you do, I do the same thing. It's

fine if you're not selling the game and crediting the artist, which the game's readme file does, I guess.
It's a nice selection, though.

What contrasts the weird world of Eulogy of an Insect with the strange realms in its
inspirations is that it doesn't justify itself nor does it take itself too seriously. Yume Nikki's world is in a
dream so the weirdness is justified, the Rift of Middens is a mishmash of different worlds, but Charlie
looks at the very real stuff going on around her, briefly questions it, then she shrugs and just goes along
with it, only wanting to know the most important answers. Eulogy of an Insect's one of those things
that's just confident in how weird it is, with the world being honest and actually having work put into it.
Like, the first real town in the game is a colony of gangster bugs inside of a giant frozen corpse and it's
completely sincere with it and I love that. If your shit is weird and you're not trying to justify it, you got
to completely own and run with it. There is still a level of seriousness with some plot points, but it
doesn't really pop up until near the end of the demo.
This is also one of those few RPG Maker games that seems to actually care about the battles.
The fights are all pre-existing encounters and all of them but the bosses can be run away from
guaranteed (that or I've just been extremely lucky with escapes). Hitting A before the battle starts also
has Charlie swing her mace and if it's out when the enemy runs into you, the party starts out with
boosted stats on the first turn, which is pretty nifty. The battles are hard enough to encourage using
skills and prevents the game from being "mash button to win" while not being hard enough to be
frustrating, especially the later boss fights. Status effects matter and soon enough enemies will be
throwing out their own buffs and debuffs, so you'll end up regularly using your own.

There are occasionally minigames and puzzle stuff that you have to do that breaks up the usual
walking around and fighting, which I think is fine. The minigame segments are quick and simple enough
that they're not really obtrusive. I think the puzzles are neat and they have a nice variety, but two of the
early ones rely on outside information: knowing what a certain number translates to in binary and how
to do a basic physics voltage problem (which made me happy because wow that required class I took
actually came in use). It does remain solvable in that you can just straight up buy the answer to the first
one and the second one can be solved through trial and error, but if the game does more puzzles that
use outside information, they should definitely be made solvable for people going in without that
knowledge, ya know.
Hm, but what if you don't want to deal with heavy battling and just want to do the puzzles and
appreciate the game's aesthetics? Say no more, friend, because the game also has an easy mode. Battles
are easier and you get more experience and money (excuse me, BUGS) from fights, so you don't have to
fret about them too much.
Of course, this is still a demo for a reason. I personally think that the game's balancing needs a
bit more tweaking, with my main complaint mainly being that it takes a while for new skills to be
learned. From a technical standpoint, I've also run into a few game crashes after emerging from a battle.
Strangely though, these crashes only happened to me with the new enemies on the second floor of the
pagoda area, so maybe there's something specifically wrong with this area?
I got through the demo in like, an hour and a half and I had a good time, despite the crashes. So,
I guess I'm looking forward to the rest of Eulogy of an Insect when it comes out. As far as I know, the
game's going to be free. However, if you like the art in the game and want to see something in its style,
consider commissioning the game's artist. Love art, pay for art.

